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The N-compactness of Wang [13], extended in [ 151, provides the first 
theory of compactness which is applicable to arbitrary fuzzy subsets. 
Many of the standard properties associated with compactness are valid 
for N-compactness, including the product theorem. Furthermore 
N-compactness reduces to ordinary compactness in the topologically 
generated case. 
On closer inspection, one finds evidence that a concept weaker than 
N-compactness might also be desirable. For example, N-compactness does 
not reduce to any of the standard fuzzified versions of compactness 
[ 1, 2, 6, 73, in the case where the fuzzy subset under consideration is 
the whole space. In particular, when applied to the whole space, 
N-compactness is substantially stronger than fuzzy compactness. As fuzzy 
compactness eems to be a good working concept for the whole space, an 
extension of this notion to arbitrary fuzzy subsets might well have applica- 
tions not accessible to the much stronger N-compactness. 
As a consequence of the definition, an N-compact fuzzy set is forced to 
attain a maximum value. As a result, it is possible to have fuzzy sets which 
are never N-compact, even if the fuzzy topology has only a finite number 
of open fuzzy sets. Our intuition, based on the case of general topology, 
would expect every fuzzy set to be “compact” in such a case. 
In this paper, we introduce a weaker generalisation of compactness, 
which we call f-compactness. It is shown that ficompactness is inherited by 
closed fuzzy subsets, continuous images, finite suprema, and products. 
It reduces to compactness or to fuzzy compactness in all cases where 
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such reductions are meaningful. Furthermore, the anomaly described in 
the preceding paragraph does not occur. The distinction between 
N-compactness and f-compactness is, in simple terms, that an N-compact 
fuzzy set must have a maximum while an f-compact fuzzy set need not 
have this property. 
We have chosen to develop the theory in terms of prelilters which, in our 
view, tend to give deeper insights. A characterisation of f-compactness in 
terms of fuzzy nets is also given and can be used to provide alternative 
proofs for many of these results. 
It is not required in this paper that a fuzzy topology include the 
constants. In a sense, it does not matter. We prove in Section 3 that if a 
fuzzy topology is augmented by including the constants, the f-compact sets 
are not affected. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the usual notation and 
terminology of fuzzy set theory. Throughout this paper, X denotes a non- 
empty set, other structure being imposed on X as needed. We denote by I 
the closed unit interval [0, 11. Fuzzy sets on X, i.e., elements of Ix, are, in 
general, denoted by symbols ZL, v, E,, etc. The exceptions are that if c E Z, the 
constant fuzzy set with value c is also denoted by c and if A is a subset of 
X, the characteristic function of A is denoted by 1,. It is sometimes 
convenient to identify A with 1,. Our notation for the lattice operations 
in Ix follows standard usage. 
If p E Ix then sup p means supxc x p(x). In order to avoid cumbersome 
expressions, we adopt the convention that sup ,D A ,? will always mean 
sup(1 A 1”) = supxex (/4x) * A(x)). 
A prefilter on X is a nonempty subset 9 of Ix such that (i) 0#9;, (ii) 
v , A v2 E 9 whenever v, , v2 E 9, and (iii) v E B whenever v E I* and V, < v 
for some v, E 8. A prefilterbase on X is a nonempty subset B of Ix such 
that (i) 06.98 and (ii) if fl,, fi, ~28 then there exists PE 98 such that 
BGB, A P*. 
If B is a prefilterbase then (99) = {v E Ix: v 3 b for some fl E ~4? > is a 
prefilter. If (B) = 9, we say that ~49 is a base for the prelilter 8, or that 
B generates F. If B is a prelilterbase the characteristic of L!J is defined by 
c(g) = inf,, ,# sup v. It is easy to see that if ~?8 is a base for the prefilter 9 
then c(9) = c(g). 
More generally, if ~49 is a prefilterbase and .H E Ix, we define ~($9, ,u) = 
inf, t d sup p A v. To interpret this quantity as a characteristic, we recognise 
two cases. If p A v = 0 for some v E &9 then ~($8, II) = 0. On the other hand 
if p A v # 0 for every v E CB then the collection { ZJ A V: v E LB) is a prelilter- 
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base. We write (B, p) for the prelilter it generates. Now ~($9, p) is simply 
the characteristic of the prehlter (99, p). We note that if 99 is a base for the 
prefilter 9 then, for any p EZ~, c(~, P) = c(a, ,u). This last equation is 
valid whether or not the prelilter (99, CL) exists. If (99, p) does exist, then 
(99, B) = (9, ,u). For further details on prelilters and related concepts, see 
c91. 
In addition to prefilters, we need the description of convergence in terms 
of fuzzy nets. Full details can be found in [12], and we summarise here 
those concepts which are relevant to our purpose. 
A fuzzy point in X is a fuzzy set p which is nonzero at exactly one point 
of X. If p(x) # 0 we refer to x as the support of the fuzzy point p and to 
p(x) as the value, or height of p. If p is a fuzzy set, p a fuzzy point such 
that p < ,u, we write p E p. Thus p E p iff p(x) < p(x), where x is the support 
of p. If “p E CL” is false, we write p 4~. Thus p +! ,u iff p(x) > p(x), 
equivalently V(p) > p(x), where V(p) denotes the value of p. We adopt 
the general practice of denoting the value of a fuzzy point p by V(p), 
as in [13]. 
Let D be a directed set and suppose that for each d E D, pd is a fuzzy 
point in X. Then P = (pd: dg D) is called a fuzzy net. If ~1 EIX we say that 
P is in p if POE p for all de D and that P is frequently in p for each d E D 
there exists d’ ED such that d’ 2 d and pdS EP. It is clear that P is fre- 
quently in p iff P has a subnet which is in ~1. We say that P is eventually 
in p if, for some do E D, we have pd E p for all dE D, d 2 do. We say that P 
isfrequently outside p if P is not eventually in p, or, equivalently, if for each 
dE D there exists d’ E D such that d’> d and pd’ $ ,u. Finally, we say that 
P is eventually outside p if, for some d, E D, pd .$ p for all d E D, d > d,. This 
is equivalent to the statement hat P is not frequently in p. 
If P= (pd: de D) is a fuzzy net, the characteristic of P is defined by 
c(P) = inf,, D supd,> d V(p,.). It is important to note that, for any fuzzy 
net P= (pd: de D), there is a subnet P’ = (pdS: d’ E D’) of P such that 
c(P’)= c(P) and lim V(pdz) = c(P). (In the “a-net” terminology of [13], 
every net P has an a-subnet, for CI = c(P).). 
The interplay between prefilters and fuzzy nets is similar to that which 
occurs between filters and nets in general topology. An example of the 
technique for constructing fuzzy nets from prelilters, and vice versa, occurs 
in Theorem 2.13 below. 
We assume an acquaintance with the basic theory of fuzzy topological 
spaces (e.g., [l, 61). In this paper the term “fuzzy topology” is used in the 
sense of Chang [l]; i.e., we do not require that the constant fuzzy sets be 
open, as Lowen does in [6]. 
Let (X, d) be a fuzzy topological space and let p be a fuzzy point in X. 
Following [ 131, we say that a fuzzy set 1 is a remote neighbourhood of p 
if p$ d and ,4 is closed. The remote neighbourhoods of p are the com- 
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plements of the open Q-neighbourhoods of p in the sense of [12]. Via this 
observation, the various results on the Q-neighbourhood structure in [ 121 
can be translated into statements about remote neighbourhoods. We say 
that the fuzzy net P = (pd: d E D) converges to the fuzzy point p if for every 
remote neighbourhood 1 of p, P is eventually outside ,I. We say that p is 
a cluster point of P if for every remote neighbourhood 1” of p, P is 
frequently outside II. Then p is a cluster point of P iff there is a subnet 
of P which converges to p [ 12, Theorem 13.21. If ~1 is any fuzzy set, then 
p E ji iff there is a fuzzy net in p which converges to p [ 12, Theorem 11. I 3. 
Combining these results, it is clear that if P is a fuzzy net in p and p is a 
cluster point of P then PE &. This observation, and slight variants of it. 
are used in the later parts of Section 2 below. 
Let .%? be a prefilterbase. The adherence of B is defined to be Adh .% = 
inf,, E d f. It is easy to see that if &? generates the prefilter S, then 
Adh W = Adh P;. 
The fuzzy topological space (X, A) is said to be fuzzy compact if for each 
a E Z, each family { 0,: j E J} of open fuzzy sets such that SUP,,~ g, > a and 
each E E (0, a] there exists a finite subset J, of J such that s~p.,~~~ ei >a - c. 
Fuzzy compactness has been characterised in terms of prefilters [9] and in 
terms of fuzzy nets [13]. Although Lowen in [9] assumes that the fuzzy 
topology contains the constants, this assumption is not essential to his 
characterisation. Wang’s characterisation uses his concept of an cl-net but 
is easily seen to be equivalent to Theorem 1.1 (b) below. 
THEOREM 1.1 [ 13, Theorem 5.6; 9, Theorem 5.11. Let (X, A) he a,fuxy 
topological space. The following are equivalent. 
(a) (X, A) isfuzzy compact. 
(b) For each fuzzy net P in X (= 1,) and each E E (0, c(P)) there is a 
cluster point p of P with V(p) = c(P) - E. 
(c) For every prefilter F on X, we have sup Adh 9 3 c(F). 
In [ 131, Wang introduces the concept of N-compactness. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let (X, A) be a fuzzy topological space. We say that 
p E I* is N-compact if for each fuzzy net P in p such that c(P) > 0, there is 
a cluster point p of P such that p E p and V(p) = c(P). 
Again, purely for notational purposes, we have expressed the definition 
in terms of the characteristic rather than introduce Wang’s a-net concept. 
The various properties of N-compactness can be found in [ 131. Zhao [ 151, 
has extended the notion to the case where [0, 11 is replaced by a more 
general lattice. We do not pursue that level of generality in this paper. 
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2. ~XOMPACTNESS OF FUZZY SUBSETS 
Let (X, A) be a fuzzy topological space and let p E IX. Motivated by 
Lowen’s characterisation of fuzzy compactness, we adopt the following 
definition. 
DEFINITION 2.1. We say that p is f-compact if for every prehlter 9 on 
X we have sup p A Adh 9 > ~(9, p). 
On taking p= l,, the condition in Definition 2.1 reduces to 
sup Adh B 3 c(Y) for every prefilter 9. Thus X is fuzzy compact if and 
only if 1, is fcompact. This remark is a special case of the following 
observation. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let A be a subset of X and let A, = (crA: CJ E A ) be the 
fuzzy topology on A consisting of all restrictions to A of members of A. Then 
(A, AA) is fuzzy compact if and only if 1, is f-compact. 
Proof. Assume (A, AA) is fuzzy compact. Let 9 be any prelilter. If 
c(p, 1 A) = 0 then we automatically have sup 1 A A Adh 9 > ~(9, 1 A). On 
the other hand, if ~(9, lA)> 0 then for each VET there exists XE A such 
that v(x) > 0. The collection ‘3 = {v A: v E 9”) of all restrictions of members 
of 9 to A is then a prefilter on A. We have c(9) = inf,., sup vA = 
inf, E y sup v A 1 A = c(Y:, 1 A). Also, for any v E 9, vA 6 (V)A and (V)A is A, 
closed. It follows that F, d (c)A, where G, denotes the A,-closure of vA. 
Now, by fuzzy compactness of (A, AA) we have sup 1, A Adh 9 = supxtx 
inf.., (1, A 3(x) = wxEA inf,., (1, A W) = swxEA inf,., (CIA 6) 
2 s”pxEA infvGF CA(x) = sup Adh 3 B c(3) = ~(9, lA). It follows that 
1, is f-compact. 
Conversely, assuming 1 A is f-compact, let 9 be any prefilter on A. 
Let 8= {vEZ~:V~E~}. Then 99 is a prefilter on X and ~(3, lA) = 
inf, E ie sup 1, A v = infVE9supvA=c(9). 
For each 17 E 9, choose a closed A” E Ix such that 6 = 2:. Since 0 E % 
and A: = 6 we have 1” E 9 and hence sup Adh 9 = sup inf,. 9 ti = 
s”PxEA infneF n>(X) = s”pxEX infGEs t1AA2%) 2 s”PxEX infvE9 
(1, A V)(x) = sup 1 A A Adh Y 9 c(Y, lA) = c(9). By Lowen’s criterion, 
(A, AA) is fuzzy compact. 
It is clear from Proposition 2.2 that f-compactness reduces to fuzzy 
compactness in all cases where fuzzy compactness i  meaningful. 
The fuzzy unit interval Z(I), first introduced by Hutton in [4], consists 
of all decreasing functions f: I + I. Two functions f, g are identified if 
lim + g(t) for every x E Z, the convention being adopted 
tha;%mfl~‘_~~~~~ and lim I +0- f(x) = 1 for f E Z(l). A fuzzy topology 
is defined in Z(1) by taking as a subbase the collection {L,, R,: x E Z}, 
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where R,Y(f) = lim, _ ‘+ f(t), L,(f) = 1 - lim, _ .~ f(t). Generalisations of 
Urysohn’s Lemma and the Tietze Extension Theorem to the fuzzy context 
have been obtained by using Z(Z) in place of I [4,5]. It is known [ 1 l] that 
Z(Z) is fuzzy compact, i.e., f-compact. In view of Theorem 2.6(a) below, any 
closed fuzzy subset of Z(Z) is also f-compact. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let p E Ix. The following are equivalent 
(a) p is f-compact. 
(b) For every prefilterbase B on X, we have sup p A Adh g >, c(&, cl). 
(c) For every prefilter F such that p E 9, ,z;e have sup p A Adh .p 3 
c(F). 
Proof. (a) j (b) follows from the equalities Adh a= Adh(a) and 
c(g, p) = c( (W), cl) for any prelilterbase &J. 
(b) 3 (a) is trivial, since any prelilter is a pretilterbase. 
(a) = (c). Let 9 be any prefilter such that p E B. It is easily seen that 
c(-p, p) = c(F) and (c) follows immediately from f-compactness. 
(c) * (a). Assuming (c), let 5 be any prelilter. If ~(8, p) ==0 then 
sup p A Adh 9 > ~(9, CL) is obvious. If ~(5, cl) >O then (9,~) is a 
prefilter and p E (9, p). Moreover 9 2 (9, p) so Adh 9 2 Adh(B, p). 
Applying (c) we get sup p A Adh 9 >, sup p A Adh(S, p) > c(.p, I). From 
this, (a) follows. 
The N-compactness of Wang is described in terms of prelilters as follows: 
p is N-compact if and only if for every prefilter 9 such that p E .F 
and c(F) >O there exists a fuzzy point p such that pep A Adh ,q 
and V(p) = c(9) [ 13, p. 61. In this context, the distinction between 
N-compactness and f-compactness is made clear by the next result. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let p E Zx. Then p is ,f-compact if and on1.y if for ever?) 
prefilter 9 such that p E 9 and every E E (0, c(9)) there exists a fuzzy point 
p such that p E p A Adh B and V(p) = c(9) - C. 
Proof: Let p be f-compact, 9 a pretilter such that PLED and 
E E (0, c(9)). By Proposition 2.3(c), sup p A Adh B >, c(Y) > c(F) - t. 
Choose X~E X such that (p A Adh 9)(x0) > c(s) - c and let p be the 
fuzzy point with support x0 and value c(9) - E. Then V(p) = c(9) - E and 
PEP A AdhF. 
Conversely, if 9 is any pretilter such that ~1 E.F and c(p) > 0, let 
0 <E < c(T) and choose a fuzzy point p E p A Adh 9 such that V(p) = 
c(9) - E. Then sup p A Adh 9 > sup p = c(,Y) -6. Since this holds for 
arbitrary E E (0, c(p)) we obtain sup p A Adh 9 2 c(.Y). This inequality is 
trivial if c(R) = 0 so f-compactness follows by Proposition 2.3(c). 
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COROLLARY. Every N-compact fuzzy set is f-compact. 
Proof: If p is N-compact and 5 is a prelilter such that p ~9, let 
0~ E < c(F). By N-compactness there exists PE p A Adh 9 such that 
V(p) = c(9). Let pO be the fuzzy point with the same support as p and 
with value c(F) -E. Then pO E p A Adh 9 and V(p,) = c(9) - E. Hence g 
is f-compact. 
The converse is not valid in general and a necessary and sufficient condi- 
tion for an f-compact fuzzy set to be N-compact is derived later, in 
Proposition 2.7. For examples at this stage, we note that if X is infinite it 
is always possible to find a fuzzy set ,MEZ~ such that p does not attain its 
supremum. Such a fuzzy set cannot be N-compact [13, Theorem 3.71, 
regardless of the fuzzy topology on X. If there are only finitely many open 
fuzzy sets we would surely expect every fuzzy set to be “compact.” (How 
can an “open covering” fail to have a finite subcovering?) Yet this is not 
so in the case of N-compactness, if X is an infinite set. This anomaly does 
not arise in the case of f-compactness as we now demonstrate. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let (X, A) be a fuzzy topological space with A finite. 
Then every fuzzy set p is f compact. 
ProoJ Let ZJ E IX and let 9 be a prefilter. There are only finitely many 
closed fuzzy sets so {i? v E F} = (5,) V2,..., Vn} is finite. If v0 = vi A 
VIA . . . AV, then V,E~ and suppAAdhF = suppAminiGiG,,C, > 
sup p A v,, 2 c(F, p). The f-compactness of p follows. 
The results in the next Theorem are also valid for N-compactness. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let p E Ix be f-compact. 
(a) Zf i is closed then p A 1 is f-compact. 
(b) ,f a E Z then p A a is f-compact. 
ProoJ: (a) Assume p f-compact, /z closed. Observe that for any fuzzy 
setv,~~v~IIAvandIAvisclosed.Thus~~v~1~v.Let9beanypre- 
filter such that ZI A ~EF. For each VEX, sup1 A v>supp A 2 A v>O so 
the prefilter (F,n) exists. We have ~((9, A), ,u) = infVE ;s sup p A 1 A v = 
c(F)), since ,U A 1 E 9. Now, by f-compactness of p, sup ,u A A A Adh 9 = 
SUpinf,., p A A A V > SUpinf,., ,u A 2 A v = supp A Adh(B, A) 2 
c((F, A), p) = c(p). Hence ~1 A A is f-compact. 
(b) Again assuming p f-compact, let a E Z and let 9 be any prelilter. 
WehavesuppAaAAdhF = aAsuppr\Adh9 2 ar\c(B,p) = aA 
in& E 4r sup p A v = inf,., a A sup($U A v) = inf,., sup a A p A v = 
~(9, p A a). We conclude that p A a is f-COtnpaCt. 
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PROPOSITION 2.7. Let p be f-compact. Then p is N-compact iff for ever), 
closed fuzzy set i, p A 1 attains maximum on X. 
Proof: Assume p is N-compact. If i, is closed then p A 2 is also 
N-compact so attains its supremum by [ 13, Theorem 3.71. 
Conversely, assume p is f-compact and that p A 3, attains a maximum 
for every closed 2”. Let 9 be a prelilter such that p E 9 and c(9) > 0. By 
,f-compactness, we have sup ~1 A Adh B > c(F) > 0. Since Adh .9 is closed, 
p A Adh 9 attains a maximum at some x0 E X. Let p be the fuzzy point 
with support x0 and value c(9). Then (11 A Adh 9)(x,) = sup p A 
Adh 9’ 2 c(Y) so p E p A Adh Y. Hence p is N-compact. 
Our next Lemma, which is used in the proof of Theorem 2.8, is a 
generally useful identity for prelilters. 
LEMMA. Let p,, pL2~IX and let F be a pwfilter. Then ~(9, p, v p2) = 
max{dcF, cl,), c(F;, p,)}. 
Proof. Assume the hypotheses. For any VE.~, we have 
pl A vb (pi v pZ) A v and hence sup /J, A v<sup(pi v p2) A v. Taking 
the infimum over all v E 9 gives ~(9, p,) < ~(9, p1 v pz). Similarly, 
~(5, pL2) 6 c(F;, pi v pLz). It follows that max{c(.9’, p,), ~(9, pLz)} < 
~(9, p, v p2). On the other hand, let v,, VIE 9”. We have 
SuP(Pi A "I) V SUP@, A '5) 2 SUPb, A (VI A \'z)) V SUP(pz A (VI A V2)) 
= suPb1, A ("I A %)I V [PLZ A (V, A Vz)] = SUP(P, V PLZ) A (V, A Vz) >, 
~(9, pl v pLz), since v1 A v,E.~. Taking the infimum over all vi, vZ EF 
gives max(c(9, pi), ~(9, p,)> > ~(9, ~1~ v pLz). We already have the 
reverse inequality so the Lemma is proved. 
THEOREM 2.8. If p, and pz are f-compact so also is p, v p2. 
Proof: Let 9 be any prefilter. Put p = ,u, v pLz, where p,, p2 are 
fcompact. For i = 1,2 we have p > pLi and hence sup p A Adh 9 3 
sup pi A Adh 8. Hence sup p A Adh B 3 (sup p, A Adh .9) v 
(sup pZ A Adh F) > max(c(9, pi), ~(9, pLz)} = ~(9, p, v p2), using the 
preceding Lemma. It follows that p1 v pL2 is f-compact. 
COROLLARY 2.9. If p has finite support then p is f-compact. 
Proof. Any nonzero fuzzy set with finite support is a finite supremum 
of fuzzy points. In view of Theorem 2.8, it suffices to show that any 
fuzzy point p is compact. Let p have support x0. For any prefilter 9, 
sup p A Adh9 = (p A Adh 9)(x,) = inf,.,, p(x,) A $x0) 3 
in& t ,F sup p A v = ~(9, p), which is all we require. 
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It follows from Proposition 2.7 and Corollary 2.9 that if p has finite 
support then p is N-compact. This can also be shown directly 
[ 1.5, Theorem 4.81. 
Let (X, A,), (Y, A,) be fuzzy topological spaces and let f: X+ Y be a 
function. For p E Z”, f(p) E Zy is defined by f(p)(y) = sup{p(x): f(x) = y}. 
(We note that sup 4 = 0.) For VEZ’ we define f-‘(v) EZ~ by 
f-‘(v)(x) = v(f(x)). 
If % is a prelilter on Y and p EZ~ then c(%, f(p)) = 
inf, E 5” supvc yf(~)b4 A V(Y) =infvG9 sup,,x f(p)(f(x)) A G(x)) = 
inf, E ip suprex p(t) A f-‘(v)(l) = inf,,, sup P * f-‘(v). 
Let g= {f-‘( ) v : v E %}. If c(%, f(p)) > 0 then .S? is a pretilterbase on X 
and we have c(%, f(,u)) = ~(63, p). 
We recall that f: X-t Y is (fuzzy)-continuous if f -'(o)e A, for every 
cry A,. If f is continuous and IIE Zy is closed then f -‘(A)E IX is closed. 
Thus, for any VEZ’ we have f-‘(v)<f-‘(V) and f-‘(c) is closed. Hence 
f-‘(v) <f-‘(v). 
THEOREM 2.10. Let (X, A,), (Y, A2) be fuzzy topological spaces, 
fi X + Y continuous. Zf ,u E Ix is f-compact then f(p) is also f-compact. 
Proof: Let % be a prelilter on Y such that c(%, f(p)) >O. Let 
3? = {f-‘(v): VE%}. As remarked above, &J is a prefilterbase on X and 
c(%, f(p)) = c(g, p). Now sup f(p) A Adh % = sup inf,, 9F f(p) A V = 
swJaE Yinfv.F f(d(.d A KY) = wx,ALF f(d(f(4) fi c(f(x)) = 
swxexinfvEF f(P)(f(x)) A f-‘(W) 2 wxEXinfvEF CL(X) A f -‘(v)(x) 
= sup p A Adh ~3 > c(S?, p) = c(%, f(p)). Since the inequality 
sup f(p) A Adh % 2 c(%, f(p)) is trivial if c(%, f(p)) = 0, f-compactness 
of f(p) is established. 
If a prelilter % has a base consisting of closed fuzzy sets the inequality 
in the definition of f-compactness becomes equality. This follows from the 
next Lemma. 
LEMMA 2.11. Let % be a prefiiter which has a base consisting of closed 
fuzzy sets and let p E Ix. Then sup ZJ A Adh % < c(%, ,u). 
ProoJ: Let g be a base for % consisting of closed fuzzy sets. Then 
supZ.~ A Adh% = supp A Adha = supinf,.,p A V = supinf,.,p A v. 
But for any x E X, inf,. D (p A v)(x) < infV. 1 sup p A v = ~(93, p) = 
c(%, p). Hence sup inf,, i% ZI A v < c(%, p) and the result follows. 
Using Lemma 2.11, we can derive some further characterisations of 
f-compact sets. Theorem 2.12(b) below corresponds to the well-known 
characterisation of compact sets in general topology: a subset K of a 
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topological space X is compact if and only if every collection of (relatively) 
closed subsets of K with the finite intersection property has nonempty 
intersection. 
THEOREM 2.12. Let p E Ix. Then ,a is f-compact if and only if for ever)’ 
prefilterhase 2 consisting of closed fuzzy sets, we have sup p A Adh % = 
~(98, p). (Equivalently, supYEx inf,,...p A v=inf,..,, sup,..~ A v.) 
Prooj: Let p be f-compact, .9l a prelilterbase consisting of closed fuzzy 
sets. By Lemma 2.11 and the definition of f-compact, we have 
sup p A Adh(9) = c( (g), CL). Since Adh(9I) = Adh .% and c( (g), p) = 
~(a, p), we arrive at sup p A Adh 98 = c(9l, 11). 
For the converse, assume the hypothesis and let 9 be a prefilter. 
Put 99 = (V: v E 9}. By hypothesis, sup p A Adh 59 = c(!?8, ,u). But 
Adh 8 = Adh 9 and, since 98~ 8, c(a, p) 3 ~(9, p). Hence sup p A 
Adh 8 >, c(-F, p) which completes the proof. 
At this stage, we provide a characterisation of f-compactness in terms of 
fuzzy nets. We recall first that Wang’s N-compactness for a fuzzy set ~1 
requires that for each fuzzy net P in p with c(P) > 0 there exists a cluster 
point p of P such that p E p and V(p) = c(P). For ,f-compactness, we only 
require that P have cluster points in p with values ,arbitrarily close to c(P). 
THEOREM 2.13. Let p E Ix. Then p is f-compact if and only if for ever?, 
,fuzzy net P in ,a and every E E (0, c(P)) there exists a cluster point p of‘ P 
such that p E p and V(p) = c(P) - E. 
Proof: Assume p is f-compact and let P = ( pd: d E D) be a fuzzy net in 
p. For each d E D, put vd = sup,, ad pdS. Then a = { vd: d E D} is a prefilter- 
base. Since pd. <p for all d’ ED we have v,< p for all dE D. Hence 
c(g, p) = inf,, D sup vd A p = inf,, D sup vd = inf,, D supd, a d V(p,,) = c(P). 
By f-compactness, we have sup p A Adh %? > c(P). Let E E (0, c(P)). 
Choose x0 E X such that (11 A Adh 99)(x0) > c(P) - E. Let p be the fuzzy 
point with support x,, and value c(P) -6. Then p E p, V(p) = c(P) - E and 
p E 6, for all dc D. If p is not a cluster point of P there is a remote 
neighbourhood ,! of p such that P is eventually in 3.; i.e., there exists d E D 
such that pdZ E 1” for all d’ > d. But then vrl d ,! so p E V, d 2, contradicting 
p 4 ,I. It follows that p must be a cluster point of P. 
For the converse, assume the condition in terms of nets is valid and let 
8 be a pretilter. To establish f-compactness of p, we use Proposition 2.4. 
Let O<c<c(F). For each VE.~, choose x,,EX such that (p A v)(x,.)> 
~(9) -c/2. Let p,, be the fuzzy point with support x, and value c(9) - d2. 
By choice of x,, we have p,, EP A v for all v ~9;. If .9 is directed in the 
natural way, (p,.: v E 9) is a fuzzy net in ~1 and its characteristic is 
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obviously c(9)-e/2. By hypothesis, there is a cluster point p such that 
p~,u and V(p) = (c(9) -e/2) -a/2 = c(9) - E. It remains to show that 
pEAdh9. Let VEX. If v’e.9 and v’Qv then p,,<p A v’<p A v. The 
fuzzy net (pd: do D) is therefore eventually in v and we conclude that p E V. 
Since v E 9 was arbitrary, we have p E Adh 9. The condition of Proposi- 
tion 2.4 is established so p is f-compact. 
Some of our earlier results can be established more simply by making use 
of the fuzzy net criterion in Theorem 2.13. However we have deliberately 
given the proofs in terms of prelilters as, in our view, the use of prefilters 
leads to greater insights. We leave it to the reader to provide proofs in 
terms of fuzzy nets in such cases as may be of interest. As we point out in 
the next section, the proofs in terms of fuzzy nets are not always easier. As 
an illustration of the technique, we give the following result concerning 
nested families of closed fuzzy sets. 
PROPOSITION 2.14. Let p be f-compact, D a directed set. Suppose that 
{ 1,: d E D > is a family of closed fuzzy sets such that (i) 1, < p for all d E D, 
(ii) d, < d2 implies 1, < A,, and (iii) inf,, D sup i, > 0. Then there exists a 
fuzzy point p such that p E A, for all dE D. 
Proof Put a = infdeD sup 1,. Let O< E <a. For each de D, choose 
X~E X with A,(x,) > a - s/2. Let pd be the fuzzy point with support xd and 
value a - s/2. Then P = (pd: de D) is a fuzzy net in p, with characteristic 
a - ~12. By f compactness, there is a cluster point p of P such that p E/J 
and V(p)= (a-e/2)-~/2 =a-~. If d’, dE D and d’3d then &Gil, so 
V(pd,) = a - 42 < 2,(x,,) ,< Il,(x,,). Hence pd, E A, for all d’ > d. Since p is 
a cluster point of P, we conclude that p E 2, = 2,. The result is proved. 
One of the requirements of any “good extension” of compactness i  that 
the fuzzy concept should reduce to ordinary compactness in those cases 
where such a reduction is meaningful. In particular, if a fuzzy topological 
space is topologically generated, we have the requirement that, for any 
subset K, 1 K is compact in the fuzzy sense if and only if K is a compact set. 
We show that f-compactness atisfies this requirement. 
Let (X, y) be a topological space. We write o(y) for the fuzzy topology 
on X consisting of all lower semicontinuous fuzzy sets and we write w(y) 
for the fuzzy topology { 1 G: GE y }. 
THEOREM 2.15. Let (X, y ) be a topological space, K E X. The following 
are equivalent 
(a) K is compact. 
(b) 1, is f-compact in o(y). 
(c) 1, is f-compact in o(y). 
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Rather than supply a proof of Theorem 2.15 at this stage, we deduce it 
later as an easy consequence of Theorem 2.17. 
Theorem 2.15 is also valid for N-compactness, the proof being similar to 
that given for the special case K= X in [13, Theorems 3.5, 3.61. It follows 
therefore that in the case of the fuzzy topologies w(y) or w(y), a charac- 
teristic function is f-compact if and only if it is N-compact. This result does 
not extend to general fuzzy topologies nor, in the case of w(y), w(y), to 
fuzzy sets which are not characteristic functions. Before investigating 
f-compactness in o(y) more fully, we can note the following simple result. 
The easy proof is omitted. 
PROPOSITION 2.16. Let A,, A, be fuzzy topologies on X such that A, is 
stronger than A, (i.e., A, c A,). If p E Ix and p is f-compact in A, then p is 
also f-compact in A,. 
We introduce some notation at this point. Let ~EZ~ and let t E I. We 
write p, = {x E X: p(-u) > t}. It is clear that if 0 < t < sup p then p, # 0. 
THEOREM 2.17. Let (X, y) be a topological space, p E Ix. The ,following 
statements are equivalent. 
(a) p is f-compact in w(y). 
(b) p is f-compact in w(y). 
(c) Jf 0 <s < t < 1 then every net in pr has a cluster point in ps. 
Proqf: (a) * (b) by Proposition 2.16. 
(b) * (c). Assume p is f-compact in w(y) and let (xd: d E D), be a net 
in pI where 0 < s < t < 1. Let pd be the fuzzy point with support xd and 
value t. Then (pd: dE D) is a fuzzy net in ~1 of characteristic t. It has a 
cluster point p in p with value s. Let x be the support of p. Then x E p,. 
To prove x is a cluster point of (xd: de D), let G be open, .YE G. Put 
F== X- G. Then 1 F is closed in o(y) and p $1 F. Hence (pd: dE D) is 
frequently outside 1 F which implies that xd$ F frequently, or, equivalently, 
(xd: dG D) is frequently in G. Hence x is a cluster point of (xd: dE D). 
(c) * (a). Assuming condition (c), let (pd: d E D) = P be a fuzzy net 
in p and 0 < E < c(P). By extracting a subnet, if necessary, we can assume 
that V(pd) > c(P) - 42 for all dE D. Let xd be the support of pd. Then, for 
all dE D, X~E p, where t = c(P) - 42. Putting s = c(P) - E, the hypothesis 
gives a cluster point x of (xd: dE D) such that x E P,~, i.e., p(x) > c(P) - E. 
Let p be the fuzzy point with support x and value c(P) - E. Then p E p. Let 
I be a remote neighbourhood of p so Ik is closed and p $2. Choose a with 
A(x) <a < p(x), i.e., n(x) <a c c(P) - E. Since 1, is closed in w(y), it is upper 
semicontinuous so G = ( y E X: A(y) <a} is y-open. Moreover x E G. By 
choice of x, (xc,: d E D) is frequently in G. But then 3.(x,) < a < c(P) - R < 
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V(pd) frequently, so (pd: dE D) is frequently outside II. Hence p is a cluster 
point of (pd: de D). The proof is complete. 
We can point out that Theorem 2.15 can be deduced from Theorem 2.17 
as a special case. For if p = 1 K then ,B! = pu, = K in (c). Condition (c) then 
reduces to the statement hat each net in K has a cluster point in K, which 
is equivalent to compactness of K. 
Theorem 2.17 is not valid for N-compactness. It is easy to construct 
examples where ,u( is compact for each t E I (which is considerably stronger 
than Theorem 2.17(c)), yet ,D is not N-compact in o(y). For example, let 
x=4 y= MA (1)) and let p be the identity function on I. Then 
F= [0, 1) is closed so 1 F is o(y) closed, yet .P A 1, has no maximum so p 
is not N-compact. Of course ,u~ is compact for every t E I. This author has 
not been able to find a condition similar to Theorem 2.17(c) which is the 
equivalent of N-compactness in the topologically generated case under 
discussion. 
3. PRIME PREFILTERS AND THE PRODUCT THEOREM 
It is well known that the use of filters and, in particular, ultralilters 
considerably simplifies the proof of the Tychonoff product theorem for 
compactness in general topology. A corresponding simplification occurs 
in the case of fuzzy topology with prefilters and prime prelilters in place of 
filters and ultralilters. 
In this section we establish the product theorem for f-compactness. Our 
main task is to obtain relations between the adherence and characteristic 
of a prefilter on the product space and the corresponding concepts for 
certain image prelilters on the factor spaces. 
These results have no relation to f-compactness and might well be of use 
in finding product theorems for other fuzzy topological properties as well. 
The results in question are due to Lowen [9], where they appear as part 
of his proof of the product theorem for fuzzy compactness. We feel that 
they deserve to be stated explicitly and, accordingly, they are given with 
full proofs in Theorems 3.4, 3.5. 
We recall that a prelilter 9 is called prime if the conditions vi, v2 E I* 
and vi v va E F imply vi E F or v2 E 9. It is clear that if 6 is prime and 
v, v v2 v ... v v, E Sr then vie 9 for some i and we use this in the proof 
of Theorem 3.5. 
It is not necessary here to introduce the “minimal” prime pretilters 
of Lowen [9]. For our purpose, it suffices to describe f-compactness in 
terms of prime prelilters. The main step in this respect is the following 
Lemma, which is a combination of Lowen’s results [9, Theorem 3.2; 10, 
Lemma 2.11. 
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LEMMA. Let 4 be a prefilter. There exists a prime prefilter Y such that 
9 G 9 and c(F) = c(9). 
Proof. Assume c(9) > 0. The collection B= {v ‘((E, 11): v E 9, 
0 <E <c(9)} is easily seen to be a lilterbase. Let % be an ultrafilter finer 
than B. Then 93 = (v A 1 A: VEX, A E%!} is a prefilterbase. Let Y = (2). 
It is clear that P E $9 and hence c(P) 3 c(3) automatically. On the other 
hand, let O<e<c(P). For any VEX, AC% we have Anv--I((&, l])#fzr 
givingsupvr\ l,>~.Hencec(~)=c(.%9)=inf,~,,,~.supv~ l,>a.This 
holds for any E such that 0 <E < c(P) so that c(B) >, c(9) follows and we 
have equality. 
It remains to prove 9 is prime. Let v, v v2 E: 3. There exists v E 9, A E t/I/ 
such that v A l,<v, v v2. Let A,= (xEX: (v A lA)(x)6v,(x)) and A,= 
{xEX: (v A lA)(x)<v2(x)}. Then AluA2=Xso either A,&% or Az~%. 
Suppose A,E%. Then VA l.,.,~@ and VA 1,,,,16~~,, so that v,E%. 
Similarly A, E 42 leads to v2 E $9. Hence 9 is prime. This completes the 
proof in the case c(F) ~0. If c(P) =0, the proof is similar but one 
considers instead the lilterbase B = { v - ’ (( 0, 11): v E 8 }. 
Using the preceding Lemma, we can characterise ,f-compactness in terms 
of prime prelilters. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let p E Ix. Then p is f-compact if and onlv iffor ewql 
prime prtIfilter 9 we have sup p A Adh 9 3 c( 9, p). 
Proof: Necessity is trivial. For sufficiency assume the inequality for 
prime prelilters and let 9 be any prefilter. If ~(9, p) =0 then 
sup p A Adh 9 > c(9,~) trivially so assume ~(9, p) > 0. The prefilter 
(9, p) then exists. By the Lemma, there is a prime prelilter 93 such that 
(9, p) c $9 and ~(‘3) = ~(9, p). We have p E 59 so ~$3, p) = c(B) = ~(9, p). 
Also 9 c?? so Adh 9 3Adh Y. But then sup k A Adh 8 2sup p A 
Adh ~9 > c(s!?,~~) = ~(9, p). The result follows. 
The following application of the preceding results shows that if a fuzzy 
topology does not include the constants and we “add them in” in the 
obvious way then f-compactness is not affected. 
Let (X, d) be a fuzzy topological space and denote by d” the weakest 
fuzzy topology on X which includes d and the constant fuzzy sets. A closed 
base for d” is given by the collection (c v i: c constant, i closed in (X, A) f. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (X, A) be a fuzzy topological space, A” the jii~~~ 
topology generated by A together with the constants. Let p E IX. Then p is 
,f-compact in A (f and only if it is jkompact in A’. 
Proqf. Since A’ is stronger than A, any fuzzy set which is flcompact in 
d” is also +ompact in A. We must prove the reverse. Let 9 be any 
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prelilter such that PE 9, where p is f-compact in A. Choose a prime 
prelilter 9 such that F E ‘3 and c(F) = c(3), noting that p E 9, and hence 
~(99, p) = c(Y). Now for any fuzzy set v, the A”-closure V of v is given by 
V = inf{ c v 1: v < c v I, c constant, 1 closed in A}. Let v E 9. If v < c v 1, c 
constant, /z closed in A, then c v 2 E 9. Since 3’ is prime, either c E 9 or 
1~9. In case CE~ we have c v ~>c=supc>c(9). In case IIE% we have 
simply c v 1 k 12 Adh, 9, where Adh, 93 denotes the A-adherence of 9. 
Combining the two cases gives c v 12 c(9) A Adh, 9 for all c v 1 such 
that v <c v 1, c constant, 1 closed in A. Hence V Z c(9) A Adh, 9. This 
holds for all v E 9 so Adh,< 9 3 c(3) A Adh, 9. Hence also Adh,‘ 9 > 
c(9) A Adh, Y. 
Now, finally, sup ,u A AdhAc F Z sup p A (c(Y) A Adh, 9) = c(Y) A 
sup(p A Adh, 9) > c(Y) by f-compactness. Since c(Y) = c(9)), it follows 
that p is f compact in A’. 
For the remainder of this section we work with a product of fuzzy 
topological spaces. We therefore introduce some notation, which remains 
fixed throughout. Let {X,: ~EJ} be a nonempty collection of nonempty 
sets and write X for the product set niEJ X,, whose elements are those 
functions f: J + U,E J Xj such that f(j) E X, for all j E J. 
For each jEJ, the projection p,:X-+X, is defined by p,(f)=f(j) 
(f E X). Since the sets Xj are all nonempty, each projection is surjective. 
If c E IX is a fuzzy set on X and j E J, then p,(a) E 1% is the fuzzy set on 
Xj defined by pj(a)(t)=sup{o(f): p,(f)=t}=sup{o(f): f(j)=t}. (Note 
that {a(f): f(j)= t} is never empty since pi is onto.) Also, if [ EZ~J is a 
fuzzy set on X, then p,-‘(i) ~1~ is the fuzzy set on X defined by 
P,33(f) = LxPj(f )) = i(f(A) (fe 9. 
These images and inverse images were already introduced in connection 
with Theorem 2.10. We list in the following proposition the various proper- 
ties of images and preimages which are used, often without further explana- 
tion, in the sequel. These properties are well known and we omit the 
straightforward proofs. 
FR~P~SITION 3.3. With notation as established above we have 
(a) p,“(pj(~)) 2 fJ (0 EIX). 
(b) Pj(Pj’(i)) = i CC’ ~1’). 
tc) s”PfE X O(f) = SUPfc X Pjta)(f(j)) = SUPIE X, Pjta)Ct) to E Ix). 
(d) ol, o2 E Ix and o1 d cZ implies pi(al) < ~,(a,). 
(e) tl, iz~IX’, andi, <C2 implies p,~‘(i,)<~,~‘(i~). 
(f) If {cr: 1~ L} is a family of fuzzy sets in X, then pl:‘(inf,,, [,) = 
W,, p,7’(il) and P,T’(s~P~~ L iI) = suplGL P,~‘(~I). 
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Suppose now that each Xi is equipped with a fuzzy topology di. The 
product fuzzy topology d on X is the weakest fuzzy topology such that all 
the projections are (fuzzy-) continuous. A base for d is given by the collec- 
tion of all fuzzy sets on X of form min.,.,, p,~-‘([.~), where Jo is a finite 
subset of J and for each j6J,, [, is open in Xi. Equivalently, a closed 
base is given by the collection of all fuzzy sets of form max,.,, p, ‘(jb, 1, 
where Jo is a finite subset of J and, for each j E J,, Ai is closed in X,. 
Thus, every d-closed fuzzy set is an intersection of fuzzy sets of the 
form max, E J0 p,: ‘(1,). For further details see, e.g., [3, 81. 
For each je J, let pi E Ix,. The product JJjEJ p, is the fuzzy set on X 
defined by (nj,,~i)(f)=inf,.,~j(f(j))=inf,.,p,-’(~i)(f). Thus, more 
simply, fljEJ pj = infjGJ p.,-‘&). We note the obvious inequality 
~,(f(i))3KI~.~~kMf) for allfEX jEJ. 
Finally, let 9 be a preiilter on X and let j E J. Since v # 0 for v E 9, we 
also have p,(v)#O. Also, pj(v, A v,)<p,(v,) A p,(vz) for v,, vZg,S. 
Hence the collection (p.,(v): VGS} is a prefilterbase on X,. We denote the 
prefilter it generates by 5. 
THEOREM 3.4. For each jE J, let pj E I4 and let p = n,EJ p,. Let 8 he 
a prefilter on X. Then inf,,, ~(5, pi) 3 ~(9, n,G., p,). 
Proof Put p = njcJ p, and let jeJ. First note that for any I EX,, 
Pj(~)(f)=sup(~(f):f(j)=t) GsupbJf(j)):f(j) = t} =cL,(~). Next, for 
any VEX, Proposition 3.3(d) gives p,(p A v) < pj(p) A p,(v) so that 
p,(~ A v) d pj A p,(v) by the preceding sentence. Using Proposition 3.3(c), 
we obtain ~(5, ,D) = inf,., SUPINE (p A v)(f) = inf,,.,, SUP,~~) 
Pj(P A V)(t) d inf,,., suP,,x, (pj A P,(v))(t) = inf,., suPpj A P,(V) = 
~(8, ,uFLI). Since this inequality holds for arbitrary j E J we conclude that 
inf,,J ~(~7, P,) 3 49, P). 
The next result is due to Lowen. It appears as part of his proof of 
Theorem 5.2 in [9]. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let 9 be a prime prefilter on X. Then Adh 9 = 
n, E J Adh <q. 
Proof. We have nj. J Adh $$= infj,, p; ‘(Adh 3). For any j E J, 
v ~9, p,:‘(pj(v)) is closed, since p, is continuous. Furthermore, by 
Proposition 3.3(a), (e), v<pJ:‘(pj(v))<p,-‘(p,(v)). Hence V<p,:‘(pi(v)). 
Apply Proposition 3.3(f) to obtain, for any j E J, p,:‘(Adh 3) = 
p,-‘(inf,., pi(v)) = inf,., p,:‘(p,(v)) > inf,., V = Adhp. It follows 
that inf,,, p,: ‘(Adh 8) 2 Adh 9. To obtain the reverse inequality, let 
\J~ E 9. We have V, = inf(A: I> vO, i a basic closed fuzzy set}. Let i = 
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maXjE.fo p,:‘(S) be a basic closed fuzzy set with v0 6 2. Here Jo is a finite 
subset of J and Aj is closed in Xj for Jo Jo. Since A E 9 and 9 is prime, 
we have p 7 ‘(AjO) E 9 for some j, E J,,. Hence, using Proposition 3.3(b), 
lj,, = pjO(p,~‘(&,)) ~3~. We have infjeJ p/-‘(Adh 5) < p];‘(Adh $J 6 
p,il(JjO) = p,;‘(lzi,) < 1. This holds for all basic closed fuzzy sets 1 with 
v0 < 2. Hence inf,,, p,: ‘(Adh 8) < VO. Taking the intimum over all v0 E % 
now gives infi,, pJ:‘(Adh F) < Adh 9. The reverse inequality is already 
established so the theorem is proved. 
The next result is not actually used in the sequel but we insert it as it is 
interesting and the proof is short. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. If 9 is a prime prefilter on X then $ is prime for each 
je J. 
ProoJ: Assume 9 prime and let jE J. Suppose iI v l2 E 3. Choose 
VEX such that pj(v)<ci, v 12. We have p,~‘(<,) v p,:‘(iz) = 
p,:‘(cl v [J 2 p,:‘(pj(v)) 2 v and hence p,-I([,) v P,:‘([~)E~-. Since 
9 is prime either P,:‘([,)E~ or P,:‘([~)EF. The first of these gives 
cl = pj(p,:‘(c,)) E$ while the second leads similarly to c2 ~5. Hence 
$ is prime. 
As all the necessary background results on prefilters have been 
established, the product theorem for f-compactness becomes straight- 
forward. 
THEOREM 3.7. Suppose that for each je J, pj is f-compact in Xi. Then 
njEJ pj is jkompact in njpJ Xj. 
Proof: Assume pj f-compact in X, and put ,u = nisJpj. Let 9 be a 
prime pretilter on X= n,,, X,. By f-compactness of pj we have, for each 
je J, sup pj A Adh $$ > ~(5, pj). Let E > 0. For each jE J, choose tj E X, 
with (pi A Adh 3)(tj) > ~(5, pj) - E. Define g E X by g(j) = t, (je J). Then 
sup ,u A Adh 9 2 ,u(g) A (Adh 9)(g) = inf,,.,/+Ljg(j)) A (Adhp)(g). 
Apply Theorem 3.5 to get supp A Adh 9 2 inficJ pj(g(j)) A (nkcJ 
Adh F/)(g) = infj,, ,uj(tj) A infkE, (Adh &)(tk) 3 (inf,,, ~(6, pj) - E) A 
Wk.. c(F~, pk)-s) 2 ~(9, p) - E, by Theorem 3.4. The inequality is 
valid for any E > 0 so sup p A Adh 9 2 ~(9, p). The f-compactness of ,u is 
now a consequence of Proposition 3.1 and the proof is complete. 
The converse of Theorem 3.7 is not valid in general. 
Suppose that for some j, E J, ,uj, is not f-compact in Xi, and for some 
j, E J, pj2 = 0. Then njEJ pj = 0 is f-compact in nj,, X,, yet ,uj, is not 
f-compact in Xi,. (This is the same counterexample that Wang gives in the 
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case of N-compactness.) We can, however, give a converse in the case 
where all of the pj have the same height. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let a E I. Suppose that for each jeJ, ,u, E Ix/ und 
sup pi = u: If n,,, pi is f-compact, then 11, is f-compact .for each j E J. 
ProoJ Assume sup pi = a for all j E J and p = JJ, t J ,u, is Jkompact. Let 
kEJ. By Theorem 2.10 and the continuity of pk, p&) is f-compact. It 
suffices therefore to show that pk(p) =pk. Now for ZE Xk, p&)(t) = 
su~M.f‘): f~ X, f(k) = t> = supiinf,., ~,(f(j)): .f(k) = t) d pk(t). Thus 
pk(p) < pk. On the other hand, let t E X,, E > 0. For j E J, j # k, choose 
tiE X, with ,~,(f~) >a - E. Define f E X by setting f(j) = c, for j # k and 
.f(k)= t. Then p&L)(t) 3 p(f) = inf,,,p,(f(i)) = inf,.,,.,p,(ti) A dt) 
>, (a-8) A pk(f). This holds for all E >O so we have pk(p)(t) > a A 
pk(t) = ,~~(t), since sup pk = a. Hence p&) 3 pk and equality follows. 
The requirement in Theorem 3.8 that all pj have the same height seems 
to be essential. While we have already provided an example above, a less 
trivial illustration may be of interest. It indicates that, even in a product of 
two topologically generated spaces, the height condition cannot be omitted. 
EXAMPLE. Let y be the standard topology .on I so that (I, w(y)) is 
Jcompact. Hence so also is X= Ix I with the product fuzzy topology 
w(y) x w(y). The constant i is therefore f-compact in X. Let p,: I-+ Z, 
p2: I+ I be defined by p, = a v 1 c,,,,2), p2 = $. Of these two, only p2 is 
f-compact in (Z, o(y)). This is easy to see using Theorem 2.17(c). For 
example the net (i-- l/(n+ 1): N) in (,u,)~,~ has no cluster point in (F~)~;~. 
On the other hand pi x p2 is the constant a which is ,f-compact in X. We 
note that if p,, pz are the projections of X on the first and second factors 
then P~(P~xD~)=~#P~ and P~(P~xP~)=~=P~. 
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